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Corrigendum 
Volume 69 (198 1 ), in the article “Generating Modules Efficiently: 
Algebraic K-Theory for Noncommutative Noetherian Rings,” by 
J. T. Stafford, pp. 312-346: 
The notation of this paper will be retained. Although the statement of the 
result is correct as it stands, there are two gaps in the proof of Theorem 4.5, 
both of which are corrected here. The author is grateful to A. Bell 
(University of Washington) for bringing them to his attention. 
Both problems occur in the proof of Proposition 4.2. First, the proof as 
given will only work for rings of finite Krull dimension (although this is 
sufficient for its applications within the paper, Theorem 4.5 is of interest in 
its own right). The second problem occurs when Proposition 3.4 is used in a 
manner that is not permitted. For, Proposition 3.4 requires that L dim,,, M < 
L dim, N. However, the module N = B,., in Proposition 4.2 to which one 
wishes to apply this result will not satisfy this condition. This can be 
corrected by using the following result in place of Proposition 3.4: 
PROPOSITION A. Let NC M be finitely generated modules over n 
Noetherian ring R. Assume that L dim,, N = a and g(N/N n MQ. Q) = 0 for 
every J-prime Q with K dim R/Q = a. Then there exists a E N such that 
L dim,,,(N/aR) < a. 
ProoJ: Note that we are not allowed to assume that L dim,, hl< a. 
However, we are allowed to assume (in the notation of Proposition 3.4) that 
f = 0 and F = R. The assumption that L dim M < a is used only once in the 
proof of Proposition 3.4. This is to show that, if P = ass K is the prime ideal 
defined on p. 322, then K dim R/P < a. Thus the proof of Proposition 3.4 
will provide a proof of the present result once the following alterations have 
been made: 
First note that, as f = 0, one may assume that h(F) s N in Eq. (3). 
Secondly replace lines -8 to -5 of p. 322 by the following: 
Thus, 
KdimR/P=Kdim(h(R)+L)/L 
= K dim(h(R) + J,,(MP + L))/J,,(MP + L), 
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by the last displayed line of p. 322. Thus, 
K dim R/P < K dim(h(R) + J,&VfP))/J,,,(MP) 
< K dim(N + J,&~P))/J,,(MP) as h(R) EN, 
< K dim R/P. 
In particular, g(N/NnJ,,,(MP), P) > 1, which by Lemma 1.5 implies that 
K dim RIP < u. 
The proof may now be completed as in the proof of Proposition 3.4. 
It should be noted that only in its application toProposition 4.2 should 
Proposition 3.4 be replaced by Proposition A. We next show how the proof 
of Proposition 4.2 should be modified to work for rings of infinite Krull 
dimension. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let R be a prime Noetherian ring with J,(O) = 0. 
Suppose that Icf is a finitely generated right R-module and that 11 is a 
positiue integer. Set 
X= (P a J-prime: g(M, P) > $(M7 0) + l/n). 
Then there are on1yJinitely many minimal elements in X. 
Prooj Let Y be the set of minimal elements of X. As in the original 
proof, we may assume that n (P: P E Y’ } = 0 for any infinite subset Y’ of Y 
and aim for a contradiction. By replacing M by M’““’ we may suppose that 
g(M, P) > &M, 0) + 2 for all P E X. Set 1~ = K dim R. We will show induc- 
tively that, for all ordinals /I < y, there exist finitely generated modules 
A, c B, 5 M, such that 
G) L dim.~,~(~,/4) < P, 
(ii) there exists an infinite subset Y, of Y such that, for all P E Ye, 
g(B,/(A, 4 B, n M, P), P) > 2. 
The construction fA, c B, = It4, = M is the same as that of A, c B, = .M 
in the original proof. Let 6 be the minimal ordinal such that A, c B, G M, 
have been found. Observe that we can assume that 6 is not a limit ordinal. 
For, the modules ,4, c B, s M, can be used for A, c B, c M, for any q 
satisfying L dim,,& B,/A, < q < 6. 
As in the original proof on lines 20 to 32 of p. 330, but with 
Proposition 3.4 replaced by Proposition A, there exist A’ c B’ c kf, and an 
infinite subset Y’ s Ys such that: 
(i) L dim >@/A’ < 6 - 1, 
(ii) for all P E Y’, g(B’/(A’ + B’ n M,P), P) > 1. 
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So we may take Ms-,=MsOMs~BBs-,=B’OB’~A,_,=A’OA’ 
and Y,-, = Y’. 
This completes the inductive step. So, for p = 0, this ays that there exist 
modules A, c B, c MO such that L dim,,,0 B,/A, = -1; that is, 
J,,O(B,) = JfifO(A,,). However, for any J-prime P from the nonzero set YO, we 
have g(B,/(A, + B, 1’7 M, P), P) # 0. This is impossible by Corollary 1.4 and 
Lemma 3.3(iii) and completes the proof. 
Finally, there are several minor mistakes that should be corrected. Inthe 
statement of Lemma 3.3 the condition K dim R/P < u should be replaced by 
K dim R/P < (x. On line 10 of p. 322, the expression yi = C 6,,#.i should be 
replaced by yi = 2 Sji$j. The fourth line of p. 324 should begin 
K dim R/P, = r. Finally, the statement of Lemma 2.2 should read: 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that F couers M and 19~ E Hom(F? M) for 
1 ,< i < n. Let A = J,\,(A) and B be submodules of C O,(F) such that B &A. 
Then there exist endomorphisms di of F such that, if 6 = C $,a,, then 
6(F) c B, but 6(F) G& A. 
The point about this version is that we are no longer allowed to assume 
that -4 c B. The same proof works except that the maximal submodule N of 
M should be chosen such that B @ N, but A E N. 
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